Abstract Churn prediction has received much attention in the last decade. With the evolution of social networks and social network analysis tools in recent years, the consideration of social ties in churn prediction has proven promising. One possibility is to use energy diffusion models to model the spread of influence through a social network. This paper proposes a novel churn prediction diffusion model based on sociometric clique and social status theory. It describes the concept of energy in the diffusion model as an opinion of users, which is transformed to user influence using the derived social status function. Furthermore, a novel diffusion model prediction scheme applicable to a single user or a small subset of users is described: the Targeted User Subset Churn Prediction Scheme. The scheme allows fast churn prediction using limited computing resources. The diffusion model is evaluated on a real dataset of users obtained from the largest Slovenian mobile service provider, using the F-measure and lift curve. The empirical results show a significant improvement in prediction accuracy of the proposed method compared with the basic spreading activation technique (SPA) diffusion model. More specifically, our approach outperforms a basic SPA diffusion model by 116 % in terms of lift in the fifth percentile.
Introduction
The telecommunication sector is one of the most profitable in the world. It has been estimated that around 4.7 trillion dollars was spent in 2012 in this sector (Plunkett 2012) . Therefore, it is understandable that competition within the sector is intense. Most countries have several service providers, and their common goal is to maximize possible revenue. Service providers therefore strive to acquire more and more new subscribers. In the last decade, mobile telecommunication markets became saturated in many countries; i.e., the number of applied mobile numbers reached or even exceeded the number of residents. To retain or even increase their market share, service providers are faced with two options: to retain users and to acquire users from competitive providers. Since the cost of retention is about one-sixth of that of acquisition (Rosenberg and Czepiel 1984) , providers mainly focus on the first action.
Service providers in every healthy telecommunication market are faced with the possibility of their customers leaving to competitive providers on a daily basis. Users who leave one provider and transfer their business to the competition are called churners, and the action of this transfer is called churn. In many markets all over the world, the churn rate has increased significantly since the introduction of mobile number portability. The reason users transfer their subscriber numbers to other service providers is usually their dissatisfaction with their current provider or a better offer from the competition. The monthly churn rates can reach and even exceed 15 %, depending on the considered service provider and the market this service provider operates in. Although churn is an important revenue factor in the telecommunication business, other businesses, such as food-based retailing (Miguéis et al. 2012) , the credit-card business (Naveen et al. 2010) , online gaming (Kawale et al. 2009 ), and advertising (Yoon et al. 2010) , also face this problem.
Telecommunication service providers possess large databases in which every user event or interaction is stored. These data are an invaluable source of discovering new knowledge about users and are also key in customer churn prediction. Two different approaches to churn prediction exist in the literature. A more widely used approach uses machine learning and data mining techniques, where different user features are used as inputs; e.g., demographic information, usage history, and payment discipline. An extensive overview of state-of-the-art classification techniques was provided by Verbeke et al. (2012) . A second, more recent approach predicts churn by considering telecommunication networks as social networks, and uses social network analysis tools to find specific patterns and features in networks. A pioneering work in this area was that of Dasgupta et al. (2008) , who used a spreading activation technique (SPA) diffusion algorithm to model the spread of churn influence and thus predict potential churners. This approach is based on the assumption that the users' probability to churn will increase with the increasing number of strongly connected recent churners in their neighbourhood.
Although the SPA algorithm proves to be an effective approach with which to determine potential churners, detailed investigations have suggested possibilities of improving the model. One of the identified issues of the SPA diffusion model is that it assigns all known recent churners the same initial energy before starting a diffusion process, hence ignoring some important factors. The same initial energy reflects the same amount of churn influence for all recent churners. However, it has been shown that different users have very different influences in their corresponding social neighbourhoods (Kempe et al. 2005) . Consequently, the initial energy in the diffusion process should differ among users.
Additionally, the SPA diffusion model considers the amount of communication (sum of calls) between two users as the only factor of influence between them. For example, consider a user u that communicates with users v 1 and v 2 for the same amount time in an observed time period. User v 1 is a close friend of u and thus has considerable influence on u. Users u and v 1 also have other friends in common, who are all connected with each other and together form a closely connected group. On the other hand, users u and v 2 are connected only in business terms (e.g., an auto mechanic and a customer) and do not have as much influence on each other as their friends do (see Fig. 1 ). We believe that in addition to the amount of communication, social factors should also be considered.
The first goal of this research is to introduce a method of finding closely connected groups of users using sociometric clique theory (Alba 1973; Luce and Perry 1949; Mokken 1979 ) that is based on the communication patterns of the users. These groups are used to determine new initial energy values, which are used later in the diffusion process.
The second goal of this research is to introduce a novel diffusion model based on social status theory that improves the churn prediction accuracy of the state-of-the-art approach. Additionally, an explanation is provided of what energy represents in the diffusion model and how it is transformed into influence. We consider energy to be equal to user opinion and influence to be a transformation of user opinion. We calculate the influence of each user as a product of the opinion and social status of the user. In the empirical part of this study, we compare the predictive power of our model with that of the SPA diffusion model (Dasgupta et al. 2008) , using a proposed novel diffusion model prediction scheme that allows fast churn prediction using limited computing resources.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a short review of churn prediction in the literature. Section 3 describes the proposed approach for calculating the initial energy values and a novel diffusion model algorithm. Additionally, a novel churn prediction scheme is proposed. Section 4 compares the performance of proposed diffusion models with that of the basic SPA diffusion model using real data from a Slovenian mobile service provider. Section 5 discusses the experimental results. The paper closes with a conclusion and discussion of additional open issues and plans for further work.
Churn prediction in the literature
There are several known approaches used in churn prediction. The first and most widely used approach employs data mining techniques and statistical analysis. For this approach, we describe some of the most referred works relevant to the proposed method. A pioneering work in this area was published by Mozer et al. (2000) , where the authors explored techniques from statistical machine learning to predict churn and subsequently determine what incentives should be offered to subscribers to improve retention and maximize profitability to the carrier. The techniques include (1) logistic regression, (2) the use of decision trees, (3) the use of neural networks, (4) the boosting of decision trees with the AdaBoost algorithm, and (5) the boosting of neural networks with the AdaBoost algorithm. Experiments were based on a database of nearly 47,000 domestic subscribers in the United States and included information about their usage, billing, credit, application, and complaint history. Similar work was also done by Nath and Behara (2003) , who performed customer churn analysis with the help of the NaiveBayes algorithm, and by Ferreira et al. (2004) , who evaluated different data mining methods, namely the use of neural networks, decision trees, genetic algorithms, and neuro-fuzzy systems. The whole process of predicting customer behaviour in telecommunications has been described by Yan et al. (2004) . The description includes defining the predicting target, extracting customer data and errors in assembling training sets, preprocessing the raw data, and taking data characteristics into account. Since each proposed algorithm also has its drawbacks besides its advantages, no best universal single-algorithm solution has been established. Consequently, hybrid approaches that combine the advantages of different methods have been proposed; e.g., Qi et al. (2008) combined the modified alternative decision tree algorithm and logistic regression.
Data mining techniques have been widely used in churn prediction modelling. However, the problem with the data mining approach using user features is that it only considers individual attributes of users. It is believed that user decisions such as churn are commonly affected by other connected users. This is not considered in the traditional approach employing data mining. With the evolution of social networks in recent years, considering social ties in churn prediction has proven to be a promising approach. Recent research in the area of churn prediction modelling has tried different approaches of combining feature-based techniques with social-network analysis tools. Most works make use of converting relational representation data to feature-based data and enriching "classical" features. Some works include different centralities (e.g., betweenness and closeness) as additional features, some add features such as the number of neighbouring churners and the number of calls to neighbouring churners (Dierkes et al. 2011) , and others use calculated network attributes, such as the neighbour composition, tie strength, similarity, and homophily (Zhang et al. 2010 (Zhang et al. , 2012 . Richter et al. (2010) proposed a systematic study that evaluates the relevance of group-related features to churn.
A pioneering work in the field of examining social ties and their relevance to churn in telecommunication was published by Dasgupta et al. (2008) . The authors proposed a spreading activation-based technique that predicts potential churners according to their corresponding social network, including information on users who have already churned. The idea is that users, who recently churned, influenced with their decisions other users in their social neighbourhood. The underlying algorithm assigns all recent known churners the same initial positive non-zero energy (e.g., 1) while all other users start with zero energy. An energy spreading technique is then initialized where, in each iteration, active nodes (with non-zero energy) transfer a portion of their energy to their neighbours, relative to the strength of connections between nodes. The overall amount of energy remains the same throughout the whole process. The iterating process continues until a stable state is achieved. Afterwards, a simple threshold-based technique is used where a threshold T is fixed and nodes with energy greater than T are labelled potential churners while others are labelled non-churners. Higher energy therefore presents higher propensity to churn. This SPA algorithm is an effective approach with which to determine potential churners affected by recent churners, who are strongly connected to them. However, several detailed studies of the SPA algorithm suggested possibilities of improving the model (Baras et al. 2012; Kawale et al. 2009 ). Kawale et al. (2009) suggested that "churn energy" should spread through the user network in both positive and negative senses. They proposed a modified SPA diffusion model that propagates negative as well as positive influence. The model was evaluated on users of online multi-player role-playing games and found to perform better than the basic SPA algorithm. Baras et al. (2012) compared several different methods of estimating the connection strength between users, which can be used as input to an SPA diffusion model. They showed that using a social measure (i.e., the number of shared vs. unshared outgoing neighbours) as a connection weight instead of using the number of calls between users significantly improves the predictive power of an SPA diffusion model. Their experimental results were based on real mobile network data. Here, the authors manipulated the network graph of users that is used as an input to the diffusion model while leaving the diffusion model intact. Therefore, an unexplored possibility of improving the predictive power of the diffusion model lies in modifying the diffusion algorithm itself.
A diffusion algorithm has two basic parts: determination of initial values and the spreading of iterative energy. In this work, we deal with the analysis and optimisation of both parts by considering findings from sociometric theory (Moreno 1953) . Although sociometric theory was established by Moreno almost 80 years ago, it is still widely explored and used among researchers nowadays. Research on social concepts such as popularity, social preference, social status, and influence is usually performed and evaluated on smaller connected groups of users; e.g., students within the same grades (Marks et al. 2012; Berg and Cillessen 2012) . This research has shown that people within a closely connected group have greater influence on each other than on connected users outside their group. Moreover, they usually share the same opinion (Moody 2001) . Such a closely connected group of users, where everyone knows everyone else, is called a clique (Alba 1973; Luce and Perry 1949) . In this work, we use traffic data [calls and short message service (SMS) messages] of mobile-network users to create a social network graph, and by discovering cliques in this graph, we extract new information on the social structure of the network graph and use it to modify the SPA diffusion model algorithm. Although finding all cliques in a social graph is computationally expensive (with the computational time increasing exponentially with the number of connections in a graph Gary and Johnson 1979) , several different algorithms have been proposed to reduce this to polynomial time (Gross and Yellen 2003) . Additionally, in our work, we define the social status of users using only call logs. To the best of our knowledge, no other study has used this approach in the SPA diffusion process. Our results show significant improvement in churn prediction can be achieved using our modified diffusion model.
Proposed solutions to the SPA diffusion model
In this section, the basic reasoning and methodology of the novel diffusion model are presented. The section is composed of three distinct parts: determination of new initial values using sociometric clique theory (Alba 1973; Luce and Perry 1949) , modification of the SPA diffusion model algorithm that considers additional properties of the social graph and the social statuses of users, and the proposal of a novel diffusion model prediction scheme, the targeted user subset churn prediction scheme (TUSCPS), which allows fast churn prediction using limited computing resources.
Basic reasoning toward the proposed model
Service providers have many different users, where each user u has an opinion about its service provider. The opinion is a complex concept, but we simplify it by encoding it into a one-dimensional real number called energy E(u). As in the basic SPA diffusion model algorithm (Dasgupta et al. 2008) , higher values of energy reflect a higher propensity to churn. In contrast to the SPA diffusion model, where only non-negative energy values are used, we also use negative energy, which reflects a positive opinion on a service provider, as described by Kawale et al. (2009) . Values of energy around zero represent neutral opinion. We assume energy (opinion) is spread among users through a social network according to the proposed diffusion model (see Sect. 3.3) . Therefore, the user's opinion is changing because of influence from connected users in his/her social network neighbourhood. At each iteration step k of the diffusion model evolution, the energy of a user u is denoted E(u, k). The energy evolves from initial values of energy E(u, 0) determined for each user prior to building a diffusion model (see Sect. 3.2) . Initial values of energy E(u, 0) present opinion at the present time. We obtain the influence from opinion by multiplying the opinions of users with the social statuses of users (see Sect. 3.3.2) . At the end of diffusion model building, each user is assigned a certain value of churn influence in the form of energy. We predict that user u will churn if his/her energy E(u) is higher than a certain energy threshold T at a given step of evolution k.
Building of a model is an iterative process where, in each iteration, influence is spread between each pair of users in a network. However, our preliminary results show that best results are not achieved in a steady state, like the results in Dasgupta et al. (2008), but rather after just a few iterations of model building. The number of iterations can be interpreted as the number of degrees away from the source that an influence can reach (rather than the number of time steps). However, we believe that the average user can influence only the first few orders of users, with the greatest influence being on their direct neighbours (see Sect. 3.3.4) . We determine the optimal number of iterative steps for different diffusion models in the empirical part of this work.
The goal of the proposed method is to predict churners for a future time interval. First, churner data are extracted from the training time interval I t and used to build a diffusion model. Then, the model is evaluated on a subsequent time interval I e , referred to as the evaluation interval. We assume basic opinion dynamics is preserved from the beginning of I t to the end of I e . Clearly, this assumption is true only when the total time span |I t ∪ I e | is sufficiently short. However, the training time interval must also be sufficiently long to gather enough user data. Our experimental results show that applicable values of time interval spans are |I t | = 2 months and |I e | = 1 month. These values are used in the empirical part of this research.
Model for determining initial values using sociometric clique theory
Social science theory states that people within a closely connected group have greater influence on each other than on connected users outside their group (Berg and Cillessen 2012). Moreover, they usually share the same opinion (Moody 2001) and thus should have similar initial energy. Several different definitions of a clique exist in the area of graph theory. We follow the definition established by Luce and Perry (1949) , where a clique is a group of at least three nodes that form a maximal complete subgraph. One of the goals in this work is to propose a realistic approach of determining the initial energy of users, according to their direct connections, with a focus on cliques. We use cliques to model groups of users who all know each other.
Below, we present our reasoning toward the determination of initial energy values for each user. We also provide the whole initial energies determination procedure in a more concise form in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Initial energies determination pseudo-code
where G is an undirected graph, comprised of vertices (users) U and edges (connections) E.
// contribution for each clique
// initial energy end end
Proposed model for determining initial values
Consider U to be the set of all observed users in a dataset. Some of the users in U are churners. We denote a set of recent churners as C, where C ⊆ U . We define three types of contributions to initial energy:
1. The self contribution, 2. The clique contribution, and 3. The out-of-clique contribution.
The self contribution is the same energy contribution as in the basic SPA model; i.e., all recent churners are assigned the same non-negative self-contribution energy E s (u, 0), while all other users are assigned E s (u, 0) = 0. We define a unit of energy by assuming that the energy of a churner u ∈ C is E s (u, 0) = 1. We present this as follows.
The clique contribution is an energy contribution of all cliques a user is a part of. We denote these cliques by q 1 (u), q 2 (u), . . . , q m u (u) , where m u is the number of all cliques a user u is a member of. The clique contribution for each clique is calculated using Eq. (2), where n cq,i (u) = |q i (u) ∩ C| is the number of all churners in a clique q i (u), and n q,i (u) = |q i (u)| is the number of all users in a clique q i (u) . E c,i (u, 0) can take any value in the interval [−1, 1] where the value −1 describes a clique without any churners, and the value 1 describes a clique containing only churners. If a user is a member of more than one clique then the final clique contribution is calculated as the average of the individual clique contributions, as described by Eq. (3). Clique contribution equations are derived from basic assumptions of social structure theory (Blau 1975; Berg and Cillessen 2012) .
The out-of-clique contribution is the energy contribution of users who are not members of any clique. It is calculated using Eq. (4), where n co is the number of all churner neighbours, and n o is the number of all neighbours of a considered user. Clique and out-of-clique contributions are mutually exclusive.
Finally, initial energy values are calculated as a sum of all three contributions (5). The sign of initial energy symbolically represents positive or negative churn opinion.
3.3 SSA-SPA diffusion model
Our algorithm for assigning initial energy values considers the user's own state (churner or non-churner), the states of his/her first-order neighbours, and all the cliques a user is a member of. Therefore, the initial values themselves can already be used as churn prediction scores. However, some influence can still come from indirectly connected neighbours; therefore, a diffusion algorithm should still be applied. In this work, we also propose a new improved version of the SPA diffusion algorithm that is based on the social structure theory (Blau 1975; Berg and Cillessen 2012) and the modified social status theory relating to sociograms (Marks et al. 2012; Moreno 1953) . We adopt the theory of social status (Marks et al. 2012; Moreno 1953; Berg and Cillessen 2012) and refer to our proposed algorithm as the Social-Status-Aware SPA model (SSA-SPA). We assume that opinion (energy) is exchanged between users proportionally to the influence users have on each other. This can be presented with Eq. (6), where i (u → v, k) is an influence function in step k, ss(u → v) is a pairwise social status, and f is a mapping function that adapts social status values as explained in Sect. 3.3.2. In simple words, influence equals the opinion difference multiplied by the mutual social status. An example of the social graph of two directly connected users u and v with their connections is presented in Fig. 2 . 
Influence function
The first factor in the energy transmission function is the influence function, which can be expressed as Eq. (7), where d is a spreading factor, α a transfer function, and E(u, k − 1) and E(v, k − 1) respectively energy values of users u and v in iteration step k − 1. Transfer function α is a function that normalizes energy transfers between nodes according to the node neighbourhoods in an underlying social graph. The method of normalization can affect the prediction accuracy of a built model. In the basic SPA algorithm [Eq. (8)], α(u → v) is equal to a weight of a connection between users u and v, normalized to the sum of all connections of a transmitting user (seed user). Here we introduce a general normalization neighbourhood of a transmitting user N t (u) and the neighbourhood of a receiving user N r (v) . These neighbourhoods can be a singleton N 0 (u) = {u}, standard neighbours N 1 (u) = {v + other standard neighbours}, a sub-graph of second-order users N 2 (u) = {v + other standard neighbours + second order neighbours}, or a sub-graph of higher-order neighbours. A clique could also be used here (see Sect. 3.2.1).
Our preliminary testing of several different variations of transfer function on a real dataset yielded the best results by setting α as the number of mobile events between users u and v relative to the sum of all mobile events of users u (energy-transmitting user) and v (energy-receiving user), as shown by Eq. (9). This transfer function is also used in the empirical part of this paper (see Sect. 4).
The transfer function in the basic SPA diffusion model shows that energy transfer is dependent on the value of energy of the transmitting user (u) in a previous iteration step k − 1. We believe that this is not an optimal solution. For example, if users u and v both have positive energy (negative opinion) in iteration step k − 1 and E(u, k −1) < E(v, k −1) then, according to Eq. (8), user u would even add additional positive energy to user v, despite the fact that user u has less energy than user v, and consequently less propensity to churn. We thus propose a different approach where spreading energy in step k between users is dependent on the difference in energies between users u and v in step k − 1, and not only on the absolute value of energy of the transmitting user.
Social status
The second factor in the energy transmission function is a social status function, the role of which is the transformation of opinion (energy) into influence (changed opinion). There are several different possibilities of measuring and defining pairwise social status ss(u → v) from user u to v. Service providers have many different types of information on users (e.g., demographic data, usage history, and payment discipline) that could be used to measure social status. However, not all of these types of information are known for all users. In the case of prepaid users, the only data available is the detailed traffic data (e.g., calls, SMS use, and data usage). Therefore, to calculate the social status of as many users as possible, we must derive social-status equations from these data. Our definition of the social status of users is based only on calls between users.
We believe that the social status of users can only be determined by considering important calls; therefore, it is crucial to distinguish between important and unimportant calls. Prices of phone calls are usually directly proportional to call duration. We believe an average caller would be prepared to pay more for his/her call only if a call was important to him/her. Consequently, we consider longer calls important. On the other hand, the price of short calls is relatively low and can therefore be important or unimportant. Since we have no way of determining this, we only focus on long calls. Usually, long calls occur for two different reasons: (1) the caller is asking the callee for advice, and (2) the caller is calling a person important to him/her (e.g., a partner or family member) for the purpose of staying in touch. In both cases, a caller (user u) is calling a person that is important to him/her and considers his/her advice (user v). By doing so, user u is increasing the social status of user v and consequently decreasing his/her own social status. Considering this, we calculate social status using Eq. (10), where n c (u → v, long) represents the number of long calls from user u to v, and similarly, n c (v → u, long) represents the number of long calls from v to u. If a connection exists between users u and v but no long calls are made between them, we consider the social statuses of users u and v as equal. Fig. 3 An example of a histogram of call durations based on real data. All calls are classified into three groups according to call duration. The figure reveals a limit between short and medium calls at 32 s, and a limit between medium and long calls at 86 s. Only long calls are considered in calculating social status
The only parameter missing is a call duration limit between long calls and other, shorter calls. We classify all calls by duration into three classes: (1) short calls, (2) medium-length calls, and (3) long calls. Intuitively, we set an equal number of calls in each of the classes. We order all calls from the call log by their increasing duration and classify the first third of the calls as short calls, the second third of the calls as medium-length calls, and the remaining third of the calls as long calls. Duration thresholds between these three call classes are clearly seen on a histogram of call durations in Fig. 3 for a real data sample of more than 63 million calls obtained from a Slovenian mobile-service provider. The figure reveals a limit between short and medium length calls at 32 s, and a limit between medium-length and long calls at 86 s. These values are also used in the empirical part of this work.
Social status function
Social status ss is defined in such way that user v has higher social status than u if ss(u → v) > 1 and lower social status if ss(u → v) < 1. If ss(u → v) = 1, then users u and v have equal social status.
1, which can cause transfers of energy to diverge and prevent the building of the model. We therefore need to introduce a social status function that limits the upper bound values of ss. We impose the requirements for social status function f as follows.
For obvious reasons, f is a continuous and increasing function; then 2. If ss(u
According to the above requirements, we derive social status function Eq. (11).
A full equation for the energy value of user v in iteration step k is given as Eq. (12), where the new energy value of user v is a sum of energy transfers of all neighbours u i of user v and the value of energy of user v in the previous iteration k − 1. In the basic SPA diffusion model, each energy transfer was performed in a way that, by transferring energy e from user u to user v, the energy of user v increased by e and the energy of user u decreased by e, as a consequence of an energy (opinion) conservation law. This can be understood as an opinion change of user u, because he/she influenced user v. We see no reason for an energy conservation law and therefore do not apply one (i.e., we do not subtract the energy of the user transmitting energy).
Number of iterations and energy threshold
The SPA diffusion model assumes the iterating process is carried out until a steady state is established. The number of iteration steps can be understood as the number of degrees from the source (e.g., a churner) an influence can reach. However, we believe that average users can only influence the first few orders of users, with the greatest influence being on their direct neighbours with whom they communicate directly. We support this argument by creating a bar plot of churn rate vs. the number of degrees apart from the nearest recent churner in a call network (Fig. 4) . The bar plot is created using real churn data from the Slovenian mobile service provider. It shows a significantly greater churn rate for users who are directly connected to recent churners. Users who are separated from recent churners by two or more degrees display approximately the same churn rate, regardless of the degree. Therefore, the most realistic diffusion model should be achieved within first few iterations, where only the first few orders of neighbours are affected, and not when a steady state is established. Fig. 4 Churn rate vs. degree of the nearest churning neighbour. A considerably greater churn rate is observed when a user is directly connected to at least one churner Note that one step of the evolution of the diffusion model is one step of the underlying algorithm, and should not be confused with a real time interval such as one week. Therefore, the evolution of the diffusion model does not follow real-time transmission of opinion among connected users.
Values of energy, in any iteration, can be used as churn prediction scores. By determining an energy threshold T (which is a continuous real number), all users with energy above the threshold are predicted as churners and users with energy below the energy threshold as non-churners. An evaluation metric such as an F-measure or lift curve could be used to evaluate the result. Additionally, the threshold could also be determined as user-dependent and not equal for all users (T = T (u)). Using a set of user features (e.g., demographics, usage history, and connectivity features) and a continuous dependent variable regression model (e.g., linear regression), it would be possible to train a model that would determine different energy thresholds for single users or small groups of users. If user u's energy e u is greater than energy threshold T (u) after building the diffusion model, then a user would be predicted as a churner; otherwise he/she would be predicted as a non-churner. However, because of the preliminary results and for reasons of simplicity, we consider the energy threshold as being user-independent in this work.
The optimal iteration step K opt and the optimal energy threshold T opt can be determined using a training set. We assume that these values are time invariant and the values estimated on a training set are thus also applicable on a test (evaluation) set.
Diffusion model prediction scheme
A diffusion model is built using a graph G of connected users. However, by increasing the number of nodes and connections in G, the execution time of model building increases exponentially. Therefore, only a small subset of connected users can be evaluated at one time. Using a subset graph of users G s ⊂ G in building the diffusion model, there is error for users on the edge of the graph, where connections of these users with users outside the graph G s are cut off. Therefore, the calculation of energy for users on the edge of the graph cannot be valid. An example of a graph with connections cut off on the edge of the graph is shown in Fig. 5 .
Therefore, a different approach to this problem should be considered. We propose a novel diffusion model prediction scheme, applicable to an optional number of users. We first select a subset of users S for evaluation. For each user u from S, we build a network of his/her neighbourhood N (u, d) up to degree d. A graph of this network is used to build a diffusion model for K iteration steps. K must be high enough so that the influence from users more than K degrees apart from user u can be ignored, while it must be small enough for the model to be built in reasonable time with available computing power. At the end of the execution of the diffusion algorithm, user u's energy is updated in a user table. When energy is determined for all users from S, a threshold method is used to predict potential churners. The threshold can be obtained from a training dataset. A great advantage of this approach is the possibility of calculating the energy for each user from S in parallel. Diffusion-model building can therefore be run on an inexpensive desktop computer instead of a supercomputer. Another advantage of this approach is the possibility of running diffusion-model building on any subset of users, which don't have to be connected with each other within this subset. It is reasonable to select such a targeted subset of users who are already more prone to churn; e.g., friends of recent churners or recent unsatisfied callers to customer service support. We refer to this novel prediction scheme as the TUSCPS.
Materials and methods
In this section, we present experimental results obtained with different prediction models, including the SPA diffusion model with proposed modifications.
Data
Experiments were conducted on real data obtained from the largest Slovenian mobile telecommunications service provider with over one million users. Since the introduction of mobile number portability in 2006, the considered provider has suffered an average annual churn rate of roughly 4 %.
To evaluate the SSA-SPA diffusion model, the considered service provider provided us with real data extracted from its data warehouse. The data included call detail records (CDRs) of natural postpaid users from July 2012, or more specifically, a log of events (calls and SMS messages) in the considered mobile network. Each event record in CDR data included the anonymised ID of party A (the caller or sender of the SMS message), anonymised ID of party B (the callee or receiver of the SMS message), time stamp of the event, and the duration, if the event was a call. These data were used to construct an undirected social graph with users of the considered service provider as nodes and communication between users as connections weighted by the number of events. The obtained social graph contained 465,000 nodes and 2.2 million connections.
Additionally, subscriber number transfer records were provided for the three months following the month of the CDR data. These data were used to label churn events. All users in the social graph that churned in August and September 2012 were labelled as seed churners (training interval), while churners from October 2012 were used in the evaluation of models as true churners (evaluation interval).
Evaluation procedure
As an appropriate measure for the evaluation of the diffusion model, we selected the F-measure (Powers 2011), which can be used to objectively evaluate skewed class classification problems, such as churn prediction. In phase 1 of the experiment, the goal is to determine the optimal number of iteration steps K opt of the algorithm and the optimal threshold T opt , where the best F-measure value was achieved. After each iteration of the diffusion process, energies of users are distributed on the interval
. From this interval, the optimal threshold T opt is determined such that the highest F-measure in the concerned iteration step k is achieved. As noted in Sect. 3.3.4, the threshold is determined to be the same for all users. The F-measure is calculated using data on true churners from the evaluation interval. After the diffusion model is built, all highest F-measures from each iteration step are used to find optimal iteration step K opt where the highest of the highest F-measures was achieved. Such an F-measure value presents as an upper performance limit that real-case scenarios try to achieve. The determined optimal energy threshold T opt and optimal iteration step K opt are used in a real-case scenario in phase 2 of the experiment, where results of different diffusion models are evaluated using the F-measure and lift values. Additionally, upper performance F-measure limits are extracted for the dataset in phase 2 to determine how close our models approach the upper limit of the F-measure. In our experiments, the diffusion process was run for 30 iterations.
Experiment
Using a social graph and churn labels, we tested four diffusion models:
1. The SPA diffusion model (using basic initial values), 2. The SPA diffusion model (using clique-based initial values), 3. The SSA-SPA diffusion model (using basic initial values), and 4. The SSA-SPA diffusion model (using clique-based initial values).
The SPA diffusion model is that proposed by Dasgupta et al. (2008) . The second model uses the SPA diffusion algorithm but clique-based initial values instead of basic initial values (see Sect. 3.2). Parameters of both algorithms were set identical to the settings proposed in Dasgupta et al. (2008) . The third and fourth models are SSA-SPA diffusion models with modifications proposed in this paper (see Sect. 3.3). The third model uses basic initial values and the fourth model uses clique-based initial values.
All the algorithms were developed in Matlab and executed on a standard desktop computer (2.4 GHz Quad core, 4 GB RAM). Performance analysis showed a bottleneck in the clique calculation algorithm, where execution time increased exponentially with the increasing number of connections. Searching of cliques finished in reasonable time (under 5 min) if there were <17,000 connections in a graph.
The experiment was conducted in two phases. The first phase represented a training part where optimal iteration step K opt and optimal energy threshold T opt were set. These parameter values were used in the second phase of the experiment where different diffusion models were evaluated.
Phase 1: finding the optimal threshold and optimal number of iteration steps
In the first phase of the experiment, all four variants of the diffusion model were built on a predefined dataset to determine best iteration step K opt and energy threshold T opt for each diffusion model. The dataset was selected as follows.
1. All churners from evaluation interval I e were ordered by decreasing number of churning neighbours and increasing number of all neighbours. 2. The first 10 churners in this order were determined as "top churners" and the basis of experimental graph G. 3. All neighbours of "top churners" up to the third degree were also added to G. 4. Nodes were connected with undirected edges, weighted by the number of mobile events (calls and SMS messages) between users. 5. Edges were established only if there were at least five mobile events between two users and there was at least one mobile event in each direction (i.e., user u called user v at least once and vice versa).
The final graph G contained 4,238 nodes and 5,471 edges. Of these users, 59 churned in the training interval (seed churners) and 31 users churned in the evaluation interval. These are the users whom the model tries to predict.
To execute the proposed SSA-SPA diffusion algorithm, the threshold of a minimum duration of long calls must be determined for the considered service provider, as described in Sect. 3.3.2. Using a histogram of durations of all calls obtained from call logs, the threshold between medium and long calls for the considered service provider was set at 86 s. This value was used as a parameter in the social status function. The setting of the diffusion factor was the same in SPA and SSA-SPA diffusion models; d = 0.7. Preliminary tests showed that values of d below 0.7 (down to a reasonable value of d = 0.5) produced similar results in terms of the F-measure, but required more iterations. Conversely, values of d above 0.7 produced slightly better but less stable results, i.e., evaluation results were very inconsistent regarding the best F-measure as Fig. 6 Best F-measure value after each iteration for four diffusion models in phase 1 of the experiment. F-measure values on this plot are presented as the upper performance limit values that can be achieved using an optimal energy threshold in each iteration. The figure shows that the best results in all iterations are achieved using the SSA-SPA diffusion model with clique-based initial values-our proposed approach a function of iteration steps. Therefore, as a compromise, a value of d = 0.7 was used, similar to the optimal value determined by Dasgupta et al. (2008) . The optimal energy threshold T opt (the same for all users) and optimal iteration step K opt were determined using the evaluation procedure described in Sect. 4.2. The resulting diagram of the best F-measure in each iteration step, for each of the four different diffusion models, is shown in Fig. 6 . Best F-measure values for each diffusion model with their corresponding iteration step K opt and energy threshold T opt , used in experiment phase 2, are presented in Table 1 . Note that the best F-measure values give the upper limit that the algorithm can achieve, and not what the algorithm actually achieves in a real-world scenario.
Sensitivity analysis of the results
A question arises as to the sensitivity of the results to changes in parameter values of: (1) the number of top churners for building a social graph, (2) the minimal number of mobile events (number of calls and SMS) for a connection, and (3) the duration threshold between medium and long calls. We performed a sensitivity analysis of the models using a one-factor-at-a-time approach (Saltelli et al. 2008 ) (i.e., altering one parameter while fixing the others at their default values), and observed the values of the optimal energy threshold T opt , optimal iteration step K opt , and the F-measure achieved with T opt and K opt .
In the first step of this sensitivity analysis, we varied the number of top churners. This led to significantly different sizes of social graphs, but the values of T opt and K opt remained virtually constant. The order of the diffusion models in terms of their performance also remained the same. By varying the minimal number of mobile events between two users to consider them connected, we changed the density of the social graph. Consequently, the diffusion of the energy itself was also altered during the experiment. As a result, the optimal values of T opt and K opt varied noticeably for each of the four diffusion models, but the order of the models in terms of performance remained the same. Finally, by varying the duration threshold between medium and long calls, we indirectly changed the social status values. Despite the fact that the resulting values of T opt and K opt were also changing, the F-measure values deviated at most 12 % from those obtained using the default parameter set. The order of the diffusion models in terms of performance again remained constant. Overall, the sensitivity analysis showed that the number of top churners, minimal number of mobile events, and threshold between medium and long calls have an effect on T opt , K opt , and the F-measure, but this effect is not strong enough to change the order of the diffusion models in terms of the best F-measure.
Phase 2: evaluation of the diffusion model on neighbours of past churners
In the second phase of the experiment, we evaluated and compared the performance of all four variants of diffusion models. Diffusion models were built using best iteration steps K opt and optimal thresholds T opt obtained from the first phase of the experiment. The model was built using TUSCPS, described in Sect. 3.4. The dataset of users that a model was built on included all postpaid natural users who were neighbours of churners from August and September 2012 (the training interval). Prediction results were evaluated using churner data from October 2012 (the evaluation interval). The number of users included in the dataset was 9,958. Of these users, 107 actually churned. These are also the users whom our models tried to predict. Since four diffusion models were built for each of these 9,958 users, the execution time was a little over 70 hours. The results were evaluated using the F-measure and lift curve. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix components (the number of true negatives, false negatives, false positives, and true positives) of the churner class for each of the diffusion models. Here, the churners are presented as positives and the non-churners as negatives. The confusion matrix values were calculated using the energy threshold T after iteration K of the diffusion process, and used to determine precision, recall, and F-measure values (Powers 2011). To determine whether the energy threshold and best iteration step are appropriate, a graph of the best F-measures after each iteration is shown in Fig. 7 . Finally, the F-measure values achieved using K and T from phase 1 are compared to the best F-measure values achieved using K opt and T opt . Results of the comparison for each of the four diffusion models are presented in Table 3 . Each of the four diffusion models was built using threshold T after iteration K of the diffusion process, on a dataset of 9,958 neighbours of past churners, and then evaluated using the confusion matrix components (true negatives, false negatives, false positives, and true positives), precision, recall, and F-measure Fig. 7 A plot of upper performance limit values of the F-measure after each iteration for four diffusion models in phase 2 of the experiment. The plot reveals that the best F-measure value here could have been achieved using basic SPA with clique-based initial values if the optimal iteration step and optimal energy threshold were used. However, in a real-world scenario, best results are achieved using SSA-SPA and clique-based initial values, as is seen in Table 3   Table 3 Comparison of the F-measure achieved with the predetermined threshold T after iteration step K , and the best F-measure achieved with the optimal threshold T opt after iteration step K opt Used parameters Best parameters Results show that the SSA-SPA diffusion model using clique-based initial values came closest to the optimal prediction result Phase 1 of the experiment was conducted to retrieve an optimal combination of the energy threshold T opt and iteration step K opt , for which the best F-measure value is achieved. Three of the four models achieved their best F-measure value within three iteration steps, which confirms the hypothesis that churn influence does not travel more than the first few orders of degree. Energy thresholds and iteration steps were used in phase 2 of the experiment where SPA diffusion models were evaluated. Comparison of F-measure values in Table 2 shows that all three diffusion models with included modifications outperformed the basic SPA diffusion model. The best result was achieved with the SSA-SPA model using clique-based initial values, which outperformed the basic SPA diffusion model by 120 %, if comparing F-measure values 0.077−0.035 0.035
. To see if the energy threshold and best iteration step selection was optimal, the best F-measure in each iteration step k is plotted in Fig. 7 . The plot shows that the best F-measures are not achieved in the same iterations as in phase 1 of the experiment. Table 3 compares F-measure values using iteration steps and energy thresholds from phase 1 with best F-measure values and corresponding energy thresholds and iteration steps. This presents a comparison of realistic F-measure values with upper-limit F-measure values. The last column in Table 3 shows what fraction of the upper limit was reached using a predetermined threshold and iteration step. The highest rate (89 %) was again achieved with the proposed SSA-SPA diffusion model using clique-based initial values. However, the highest F-measure value could have been reached using the proper iteration step and threshold with the basic SPA diffusion model using proposed clique-based initial values. Compared with phase 1, where users from a connected component of the mobile network graph were analysed, here we analysed very different users distributed in various parts of the network. These users could be further segmented into homogeneous subgroups of users and evaluated separately. Taking this approach, we could determine segments of users where a specific diffusion model with a specific parameter set performs best.
One might argue why the lowest number of executed iterations in Figs. 6 and 7 is equal to zero. These points present best F-measures when initial values themselves were used as churn prediction scores, before even running the iterative diffusion algorithm. The F-measure value of clique-based initial energy values used as prediction scores is already comparable to the highest best F-measure values of both diffusion models when using basic initial values. Using clique-based initial energy values as prediction scores is therefore a considerably simpler yet still relatively effective approach to churn prediction. However, to achieve better performance, it is still necessary to execute the diffusion algorithm. Tables 2 and 3 reveal relatively small F-measure values, which are a consequence of a high number of false positives (i.e., non-churners predicted as churners) and consequently low precision. The main reason for this is the fact that there are numerous different reasons for churn and diffusion models only explain a smaller ratio of churns that are initiated by social influence. To better understand the true value of our model compared with other models, we present a lift curve plot of all four diffusion models, Fig. 8 Lift values for four diffusion models in the 5th, 10th, 15th, …, 100th percentiles using iteration steps from phase 1, in Fig. 8 . Lift is also a common evaluation metric when evaluating churn prediction models. The bars in Fig. 8 show the factor (lift) by which each of the four models outperforms a random assignment of churners where lift is equal to 1. A good classifier provides a high lift when only a small percentage of users are selected. Therefore, we compare our models only at the fifth percentile in Fig. 8 . The best result in this percentile is yielded by our proposed SSA-SPA diffusion model using clique-based initial values, achieving a lift of 4.1. This result means that if the company would decide to offer incentives to as many future churners as possible, but it could only afford to contact 5 % of users, then using our model, they would successfully contact 5 % × 4.1 = 20.5 % of all churners in a dataset. In comparison, using a model with clique-based initial values and basic SPA, they would find 5 % × 3.0 = 15 % of churners. A model with basic initial values and SSA-SPA would find 5 % × 2.2 = 11 % of churners, and basic SPA with basic initial values would yield 5 % × 1.9 = 9.5 % of churners. The results clearly show that all three modified diffusion models outperform the basic SPA diffusion model, with the best model (i.e., SSA-SPA with clique-based initial values) outperforming the basic SPA diffusion model by 116 % in the fifth lift percentile.
Conclusion and issues for future research
This work proposed a new diffusion model used for predicting customer churn in the telecommunication market. The model contributes to the literature by introducing elements of social science from psychology into an energy-spreading diffusion algorithm. Improvements of the diffusion model include modification of the initial user energy determination using sociometric clique theory and modifications of the energy distribution algorithm itself by including social status theory. Additionally, a novel diffusion model prediction scheme TUSCPS that enables running SPA for individual users using limited computational resources was proposed. This approach also offers the possibility of parallel processing.
To evaluate the proposed modifications of the diffusion model in a real context, data obtained from the largest Slovenian mobile operator were used. Results showed significant improvement of the prediction accuracy compared with that of the basic diffusion model. Performances of all considered models were evaluated using an Fmeasure evaluation metric and lift curve. More specifically, using a dataset of approximately 10,000 first-degree neighbours of recent churners, our model successfully discovered 20.5 % of churners when only the top 5 % of users, based on decreasing churn prediction score, were selected. In comparison, the basic SPA diffusion model successfully discovered 9.5 % of churners by selecting the same number of users.
Still, there are possibilities of further improvement. Clique-based initial values were calculated as a sum of three different initial energy contributions without any weighting or additional balancing of these contributions. By appropriately balancing specific contributions, better results might be achieved.
Phase 2 of the experiment included evaluating the proposed diffusion models on a specific dataset of users; i.e., direct neighbours of recent churners. Possibilities arise by considering other targeted subsets of users who are considered more prone to churn; e.g., users who complain to customer service support and users who frequently make calls to users at competitive service providers. Diffusion models could also be built on subsets of users that are more homogeneous, such as users of youth or senior tariff plans, or users from specific geographic areas.
To predict churners, a simple threshold method was used to separate churners from non-churners. In our work, the thresholds for each diffusion model were determined to be the same for all users. However, the threshold could be considered to be user specific and be determined using user-specific features and an appropriate continuous dependent variable regression method.
